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Satisfied customers are far more likely to engage with every marketing channel.



Sr. Brand Manager, 
Lumens/Ydesign Group

Roundtable 32

Consider creating an Editorial Committee 
comprised of “writerly types” within your 
organization.

At Lumens, all members are given a 
monthly stipend in addition to their 
salary for participating in the committee, 
and it has increased engagement with 
our brand tremendously.



On my first day, the CEO called me into his 
office and asked, “If you could make one 
change to the AOL service that would 
improve our customer experience, what 
would it be.” I told him I’d recommend that 
we eliminate pop-up ads across the service…

SVP of Content Marketing,
POP

Wharton Future of Advertising Panel



McDonald’s Madrid noticed patrons of neighboring restaurants were 
using their free Wi-Fi. They incorporated witty messages and 
discounts into their network names to entice people to come to 
McDonald’s.

Executive Director,
The Future of Advertising 
Program at The Wharton School

Featured Speaker

“If all you want is free wi-fi,”
“Just stay where you are.”
“But if you also want a good meal,”
“Come to McDonald’s.”



When winter storms hit the Northeast, we 
decided to send out a promotional email 
featuring homes with sunny ocean views. 

Our reservations went from 65 on March 14 
to 94 on March 15. 

According to our analytics, the email brought 
in over $48k in revenue directly, or about 15 
reservations.

Marketing Director,
Sun Realty

MarketingSherpa Summit Alumni



Recently while working on a value proposition analysis with a brand, we reached a point in 
the process where it seemed that it didn’t have much of a value proposition.

“There isn’t much that is different about us at all!”

Truth is, most organizations need to think deeply to find and effectively leverage their 
value proposition. Even in the most hyper-competitive spaces, simply your ability to more 
clearly articulate your value will give you a competitive advantage. 

Senior Director, Solutions,
MECLABS Institute

Coaching Clinics: Lead Generation, Lead 
Nurturing, Value Proposition Messaging





Senior Manager, 
Digital Marketing, 
BMO Financial Group

MarketingSherpa Summit Alumni



Don’t treat all of your inactives the same.

Make sure your reactivation program includes analysis of each 
subscriber segment in order to determine the best strategy to re-
engage them.

Then, set a control group for each segment and test different 
incentives.

Vice President,
Yes Lifecycle Marketing

Roundtable 1



Senior Director of 
Editorial Content,
MarketingSherpa

Email & Mobile Track Host



Vice President Sales & Marketing,  
WÜSTHOF

Roundtable 31

Product seeding to retail sales associates selling WÜSTHOF, giving 
them personal stories to share on the sales floor.



VP of Marketing Insights, 
Adestra, Inc.

Email addresses are more important than SSN.

Use it in connection with third-party data to learn more 
about your customers across channels — especially to 
learn their media propensity.

Solutions Theater:
Putting Email Back in the Boardroom





Supervisor, Digital Intelligence, 
CAA of South Central Ontario

• Being understood is more important than being clever.

• Be precise with your language. Blaise Pascal once said, “I 
wrote you a long letter because I didn’t have the time to 
write a shorter one.” Edit. Edit. Edit.

MarketingSherpa The Onion Headline Contest 

The Onion Headline Contest Winner



Associate Director of Strategy, 
M&C Saatchi Mobile

Consider the variety of unique paths to conversion that mobile 
enables for your audience — it’s never ending! 

During planning, try categorizing experiences between your audience 
and brand into three distinct phases — product discovery, product 
purchase and post-purchase — to generate new ideas, eliminate 
inefficiencies and facilitate a more holistic optimization approach.

Roundtable 15



Former Director, Customer 
Experience & Engagement, 
Mr. Lube Canada

Roundtable 8

Get close to your IT team and get a good 
understanding of systems and data flows. 

Spend the time with your technology 
colleagues to learn how things work so 
you’re able to make smart decisions about 
what can and can’t get done. 

You can't say, "I'm just a Marketing person." 
Learn just enough about the technology 
side to be dangerous!



Marketing Communications, 
Manager, Paychex

• Start with individual 
contributors first

• Use notes and findings 
from your Summit 
experience to build the 
foundation of a testing 
culture

MarketingSherpa Summit Alumni



VP of Marketing Analytics
IBM

• In one example, we used 
IBM-specific language

“Smarter Workforce” – an 
IBM product that connects 
data + Analytics with HR –
is searched 90 times a 
month in Google. 

• This language was not 
what our clients 
associated with our 
product

“HR Analytics” is searched 
for 1,000 times per month 
in Google.

Digital & Data Track



Phillips Publishing’s campaign first emailed in the Spring of 1999 features the 
subject line, "Five Tech Stocks Every Investor Must Own." 

And in a world where everything's changing at warp speed, this subject line has 
remained the same; and it's still pulling orders!



Why is your marketing voice different from your real voice?

Director, Marketing,
MarketingSherpa

Content & Social Track Host



While customers have many reasons to be satisfied, it takes 
fewer things to make them unsatisfied.



To help build relationships with prospects in a primarily digital 
communication environment, we record a personal, introductory video 
of each sales rep, which they link to in their email signature

Video Producer,
Nextiva
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Lifecycle Marketing Manager, 
Simple

Roundtable 25

Subject Line 
Rabble, rabble, rabble. 
(Translation: required legalese 
enclosed.)



We conducted a study to discover where our competitors are 
engaging on social. 

We looked at listening reports for key industry terms in which Dell 
EMC should be a leader, or at least in the conversation. 

When we weren’t, it helped us make a case for our Global Content 
Strategy.

Director
Global Content Strategy 
Dell EMC
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Director, Demand Generation 
& Marketing Operations,
DLT Solutions

If you try to do everything, you will get nowhere. When you have to 
run a marathon, you do it one mile at a time. You can’t get to mile 2 
without doing mile 1 first.

Roundtable 24



Director, Marketing,
MarketingSherpa

On the Dancefloor



I spend a significant portion of my day speaking directly with 
customers, through email, social media and in person. 

While I still have my responsibilities as a CMO, the direct contact I have 
with our customers means that I don’t have to conduct research or 
wonder what how they might react to a decision we make. 

I hear from them loud and clear what they like and don’t like, every 
day.

CMO,
TigerFitness.com

Roundtable 27





Before we even close a new deal, our team formally captures the 
customer objectives in a way that we can intentionally review and 
measure success, track progress and tell the story. 

When we put together the customer success story, we worked to add 
value — it’s our opportunity to not only show how we’ve progressed, 
but to help benchmark them and plan future goals we want to achieve 
together.

Senior Marketing Director,
SAP America

Roundtable 16



VP of Marketing, 
AccountantsWorld

As long as we maintain and respect the trust that our readership 
has put in us and don't try to put manipulative content in front of 
people with content that's overly sales-y, we can see good 
clickthrough rates on our content marketing just as we do on our 
top stories, which typically have nothing to do with us.

Roundtable 34 



Be casual.

Talk to the audience as much as you can. Snapchat is primarily a first-person platform.

Embrace, don’t be scared of, the limitations of the platform. Snapchat is raw and uncut.

Don’t try to overthink it or overproduce it.

Use Snapchat when you have something amazing to share.

Global Social Marketing,
HP

Roundtable 29



Email Strategist,
Return Path

Be more effective and efficient in troubleshooting placement and 
engagement issues by reviewing performance by mailbox providers.

If there are apparent declines or dependencies at a specific provider 
and that provider represents a substantial portion of your list, focus 
your optimization efforts there.

Coaching Clinic: Message Optimization, 
Deliverability, and Competitive Intelligence



• Choose the right app name

• Maximize your keywords

• Take full advantage of Apple’s 
character limit

Senior Digital Marketing, 
Manager, Flexjet

Roundtable 17





A lot of analytics platforms don’t have statistical significance built in, 
so they don’t give you a reliable statistical analysis of the data.

Former Website Optimization 
Manager, MasterControl

Roundtable 23



All traditional channels are more trusted then all digital channels, with 
newspapers and print ads at the top.

N=2,400

Ads I trust
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